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The Translated Identities of Chinese Minority
Writers: Sinophone Naxi Authors1

Duncan Poupard
Department of Translation
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

路上，我不再是我，文字也不再是文字，
只有流淌在脈搏裏的血液奔流不息的聲音
在巨響

Ssee ggv loq jjuq chee kaf seil, ngeq chee ngeq
me waq seiq, tei ee zziuq la tei ee zziuq me
waq seiq, nge gge ggu mu gv gge sai chee hoq
chee bberq dal bberq neiq seiq
(As my soul wandered on the path, I was no
longer myself, writing was no longer writing,
and there was only the roar of blood pulsing
ceaselessly through my veins.)2
On the relationship between culture, identity and power,
perhaps the question to ask is not whether the subaltern can speak,
but with what voice can the subaltern group speak? It would seem
1

2

An earlier, abridged version of this paper was presented at the Second
International Conference on Linguistics and Language Studies (ICLLS)
at Hong Kong Shue Yan University 香港樹仁大學 in June 2016.
The epigraph of Naxi author He Fengqiong’s 和鳳瓊 2014 collection of
stories, Naxi qingshang 納西情殤, is a short passage of Chinese followed
by the equivalent in Naxi pinyin; the Chinese is likely a translation of the
latter, despite its primary position.
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from the case of China’s Naxi minority3 (alongside many of China’s
other ethnic groups) that the subaltern can only be heard when
speaking the language of the dominant group, in this case, mandarin,
the language of the Han Chinese. As the “true” Naxi literature (what
is called “dongba”4 literature), written in their native Naxi scripts,5 is
constrained (for the most part) to its religious tracts, we must instead
look to Naxi literature written in Chinese. How do Naxi writers
construct their own ethnic identity while writing in Chinese? I
contend that we must follow the example of Bassnett and Trivedi,
and try to understand the link between colonization and translation
in conceiving of Naxi writers of Naxi literature as belonging to the
category of postcolonial writers. They are “postcolonial” in the sense
that they are translating a subaltern source culture for a dominant
target culture.
With the rise of postcolonial studies as a discipline, the last few
decades have seen a new recognition of China not as colonized, but
as colonizer. This new Qing historiography, which has been dubbed
the “ethnic turn” in Chinese Studies (or perhaps an “ethnic cultural
turn” after the cultural turn?), theorizes Qing China as an empire,
3

4

5

The Naxi (Chinese 納西) people of southwestern China are one of
China’s fifty-six official “ethnic groups,” living in and around the Yangtze
where it flows through the north of Yunnan province.
The dongba (Romanization of the Chinese 東巴, itself a phonetic
rendition of the Naxi dobbaq [to˧ mba˧˩], which probably derives from
the Tibetan stonpa, teacher) are the ritual priests of the Naxi. Dongba
also serves as the name of their logographic script (dongba script,
dongbawen 東巴文), and their religion.
The Naxi people traditionally have two scripts: a phonetic syllabary (the
geba script) and the logographic dongba script. The latter is the main
medium for the transmission of the Naxi “literature,” and has been
dated by Naxi scholar Fang Guoyu 方國瑜 to the early Tang Dynasty
(see Fang 1981). Recent years have seen several publications in Naxi
pinyin, a romanization of Naxi language. The Naxi were among the first
groups to be officially classified as an ethnic minority in the work of
distinguishing ethnic nationalities that took place between 1949 and
1954. To help carry out the party’s policy towards ethnicities, and to
spur education in minority areas, China organized a series of work
groups to develop written languages for those ethnic groups that did
not possess them. Naxi pinyin was officially unveiled in 1958.
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which conquered and colonized vast swathes of territory beyond
China proper—places such as Mongolia, Xinjiang and Tibet. But
what of the smaller nationalities, the minorities that are not so
readily recognizable as the aforementioned “big three”? It is these
less-recognizable (or perhaps lesser-mentioned) ethnicities that are
perhaps at greatest risk of being subsumed under the Han.
Previously, postcolonial studies had seen China as the
oppressed, the colonized territory, suffering at the hands of the
European empires. The New Qing history posits Qing colonialism
as continental rather than oceanic: “Continental colonialism then
is a Qing legacy that continues up to the present, and it underscores
the contours of a major area for Sinophone studies as the study of
colonized peoples and their cultures—now national minority
peoples or, in the official lingo, ‘minority nationalities’—within
the nation-state of China” (Shih 2003, 3).
It is by no means novel to suggest that China’s minorities are
colonized peoples. In fact, the Naxi have a long history of being
controlled by more powerful groups. The Naxi are, like the Tibetans,
seen to be descendants of the Qiang 羌 nomads of the Qinghai
Plateau. The ancestors of the Naxi migrated southwest and settled in
the Lijiang 麗江 basin some time during the Tang Dynasty (AD 618907). From the sixth century to the tenth century AD, the Yunnan
region was under the control of the Tibetan Yarlung Dynasty 雅隆王
朝 to the north and the Nanzhao Kingdom 南詔國 centered around
the modern-day city of Dali 大理, to the south of Lijiang. The Naxi
were sandwiched between these two powers. In the seventh century,
they were made subjects of the Chinese Tang Dynasty, only to be
subjugated by the Nanzhao Kingdom in the ninth century. In 1253,
the Mongol ruler and founder of the Chinese Yuan Dynasty, Kublai
Khan 忽必烈, marched with his armies from northwest China,
through Sichuan, and into Yunnan. They crossed the Jinsha River 金
沙江 just north of Lijiang with leather rafts, and the Naxi ruler, Ahcong Ah-liang, submitted to the invaders. Kublai Khan made him a
local governor. During the Yuan Dynasty, the Naxi were forced into
a tribute relationship with the Chinese state, the tusi system, and two
social tiers were formed in Naxi society: the elite, and the commoners.
The two social tiers were demarcated by Chinese family names: Mu
木, which was the name of the elite ruling class, and He 和, the family
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name for the common people. To this day these are two of the most
common family names amongst the Naxi.6 In the Ming period, the
emperor of China gave the Naxi rulers the surname Mu, and the Mu
family continued to rule Lijiang and the Naxi tribe for the next
twenty-two generations until the Qing empire took control in the
eighteenth century. The Qing empire sent imperial officials to govern
Lijiang, bringing the region under direct Chinese control.
Despite this “political colonization,” the Naxi have managed to
preserve their own culture, and express themselves through their own
literature, albeit in Chinese. The field of Sinophone studies “has as
one of its objects the culture, history, and society of minority peoples
who have acquired or are forced to acquire the standard Sinitic
language of Mandarin, often at the expense of their native languages”
(Shih 2003, 3). Sinophone studies, then, leads us to the study of
Sinitic language, of standard Hanyu 標準漢語, as used by ethnic
minorities within China. The current research falls squarely under
this umbrella; the Naxi people speak and write in mandarin, despite
possessing their own language and their own script(s). But it is our
task to see how these Sinophone Naxi use Chinese to reflect their
own identity, or resist the sinification of their culture.7 Just as
Sinophone Tibetan writers “have articulated an array of original
voices to vindicate their Tibetan identities” (Schiaffini 2003, 281),
Naxi writers have cultivated their own sense of self in their Chinese
writing.
6 The Austrian-American botanist and explorer Joseph Rock said in an early
article dealing with the Naxi, “all true Naxi are named Ho [pinyin He] or
Mu” (Rock 1924, 474). No piece of scholarship on the Naxi can go far
without mentioning Rock, whose voluminous works have provided later
scholars with much of their knowledge of the Naxi. Rock (1948) is a good
anthropological introduction to the people and their culture.
7 It would of course be remiss of me to leave it at the Naxi and not mention
other ethnic groups and the scholars who work on them. Louisa Schein
(2000) has written on the construction of a gendered Miao 苗 identity in
Guizhou 貴州, while Sara Davis (2005) has examined the impact of
political assimilation on the Dai 傣 people in Xishuangbanna 西雙版納,
to name a couple. Several Yi 彝 writers are celebrated for tackling cultural
issues in their own language as well as Chinese, and two are mentioned
below.
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Sinophone Naxi Writing
It is my contention that the Sinophone Naxi literary tradition
was born with the writer, Sha Li 沙蠡 (1953-2008), and continued
by writers who were enthusiasts for the local dongba religious
tradition. Naxi author Sha Li was one of Lijiang’s most accomplished
authors, insomuch as he was a member of the Chinese writerly
“establishment,” the China Writer’s Association.8 He wrote
prolifically, publishing novels, essays and poetry collections. His first
publication, Xiao Lu 小路, was published in the periodical for
minority writers, Border Literature, in 1981. This was coincidentally
the very same year that the Dongba Culture Research Institute was
founded, and marked the beginning of the officially sanctioned
academic and cultural focus on the value of what is known as “dongba
culture” after years of repression and persecution during the Cultural
Revolution.
Prior to Sha Li, Naxi writers tended to follow the Han tradition,
writing poetry and stories that did not give prominence to Naxi
identity or culture. The actual native Naxi literary tradition was kept
exclusively in the hands of the Naxi ritual practitioners, the dongba.
It is therefore very difficult to draw a line between dongba culture
and dongba literature. Dongba literature is mostly comprised of the
myths and legends that can be found in the ritual texts. This
literature is “marked by its twisting, imaginative stories, its vivid
characters, and its fluent, moving language” (Yang 2008, 81).
Sha Li was himself not from a dongba family, but he firmly
believed that the key to Naxi identity lay in the dongba stories that
were passed down from generation to generation: the dongba
cultural inheritance. His essays deal with the influence of the
dongba traditions on Naxi life, and some even include renditions
of dongba myths and legends (e.g. his retelling of the origin of the
8 Several Yi writers, neighbours to the Naxi in Yunnan 雲南 and Sichuan
四川, have gained mainstream recognition in China’s literary circles.
Poets such as Jidi Majia 吉狄馬加 and Aku Wuwu 阿庫烏霧 have, for
example, been celebrated for infusing traditional imagery into their
poetry (see Bender 2015). No Naxi writer has really broken out of the
confines of the local literary scene, but they nevertheless stay true to their
roots in writing about their local culture.
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divination scriptures in Lijiang Yumushen lun 麗江魚母神論). His
identity as a Naxi is crucial to his work, as he writes primarily about
his homeland (he was raised in Baisha, a village at the foot of the Jade
Dragon mountain, sacred to the Naxi, which overlooks Lijiang),
which makes him emblematic of the wave of minority writers
publishing works about their own ethnic groups in China ever since
the end of the cultural revolution.
Sha Li is probably best understood not just as a Naxi writer, but
as a postcolonial writer (or perhaps more accurately a postcolonial
minority culture writer) in that in his Chinese-language works, he is
transposing his native Naxi culture into Chinese for a Han Chinese
dominant audience. The analog to translation here is that both
postcolonial writing and translation involve the transposition of the
metatext of the source culture—the unfamiliar culture—into that of
the receptor culture. Sha Li has to convey his own culture in a
language that is not his native one. Maria Tymoczko (1999) has said
that “A minority-culture or post-colonial writer will have to pick
aspects of the home culture to convey and to emphasize, particularly
if the intended audience includes as a significant component
international or dominant-culture readers” (24). This holds doubly
true for those writers whose primary concern is to write their own
racial identity. Postcolonial authors are trying to “translate” the
cultural metatext in their writing.
There are several strategies open to the postcolonial or minority
culture writer when translating a cultural metatext into the dominant
culture. Words from the minority language can be imported directly
with no explanatory gloss, or they can be used alongside gloss
explanations. Examples of these two strategies used by postcolonial
African writers have been explained in detail by Tymoczko (1999),
and we can see both at work in Sha Li. His essay collection, Lijiang
Yumushen lun, is mainly concerned with literary theory in the
context of the dongba legends. Writing about the Naxi tradition of
love suicide (perhaps best described by Rock in his monograph, The
Romance of K’a-ma-gyu-mi-gkyi), he says “Lijiang Yegudui’s Jade
Dragon mountain” 麗江耶古堆的玉龍雪山 (Sha 1998, 13). Here the
“Yegudui” is a Chinese transliteration of the Naxi “Yiggvddiuq” (i˧
gv˧ dy˩), which is what is known today as Lijiang municipality. Sha
Li has made a conscious decision to use the phonetically translated
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Naxi word, and not just the Chinese word “Lijiang.” This is not so
much an explanatory gloss as simply repeating the Chinese and Naxi
names for the same place. One is the fully Sinicized name (Lijiang),
the other, a Chinese transcription of the original Naxi. Transcription,
even as an act of non-semantic translation, is nevertheless the
movement from a word in one language into that of another, and
as such should be seen as a form of translation. In other writings, Sha
Li dispenses with the Chinese “Lijiang” altogether. In Honghu feiyue
da xiagu 紅虎飛躍大峽谷, he writes “it was this great earthquake that
erupted from the deepest recesses of the soul that created the world
of Yegudui [Lijiang]” 通過這場「靈魂深處爆發的大地震」，終於
創造出了耶古堆的新天地 (Sha 2000, 48). And “They are wont to
trace the path their ancestors had to tread in order to reach Yegudui”
他們喜好追溯祖先進入耶古堆的必由之路 (ibid., 48). In this piece,
Lijiang is completely replaced by its Naxi name. Sha Li clearly shows
a keen preference for the Naxi taxonomy, despite his writing in
Chinese.9
But Sha Li does also use explanatory glosses as a means of
translating the metatext. Writing about local social customs, he says
“at dusk, Naxi girls…” 月夜裏的盼金（姑娘）(Sha 1998, 21). The
gloss, in brackets, is merely a Chinese translation for his 盼金 panjin,
a transliteration for the Naxi word pailjimei, (pa˥ tci˧ me˧), meaning
“girl.” Another example would be: “I, a son of the Naxi” 我這個納西
若（兒子）(ibid.). Similarly, the gloss here is a transliteration of the
Naxi “Naqxi sso (Na˧˩ xi˧ zo˧),” meaning “son of the Naxi.”
Alongside explicit uses of Naxi (albeit transliterated), Sha Li’s
writing is especially notable for its culturally-specific phraseology. In
the short story “Nide qingren” 你的情人, Sha Li (2005) writes
“money is the great god of the dongba” 錢是東巴大神 (16), which
might be translated as “money is God” (the “great god of the dongba”
is referring here to Dongba Sheel’loq, the first dongba and progenitor
of the dongba religion who is venerated by the Naxi in Confucianinfluenced rituals of ancestor worship). Other examples of this kind
of culturally-specific phraseology can be found in Naxi author Niu
9 It should be noted that Sha Li is not the only Naxi writer to do this. He
Fengqiong uses the transcription 依古堆 (yigudui) followed by the
bracketed gloss 麗江古城 (Lijiang’s old town). Later, she simply writes
yigudui without the gloss.
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Gengqin’s 牛耕勤 dongba stories. A character experiences a lucky
turn of events, and thinks to himself, “Dongba Sheel’loq is looking
over me” 東巴什羅正在保佑自己 (Niu 2006, 4). Later on in a
moment of desperation, when all his sacred books are thrown down
a deep ravine, the same dongba thinks:
完了，一切完了。不是在做惡夢吧，東巴什羅
啊，你不會懲罰我吧？

(That’s it. All gone. Dongba Sheel’loq—is this a
nightmare? You won’t punish me, will you?) (ibid.,
8)
The metatext of an unfamiliar culture in a post-colonial text is a
factor in the wide range of lexical items in some post-colonial works,
many unfamiliar to the ordinary reader in the dominant culture.
There are two things at work in Sha Li: when the Naxi cultural
materials are made explicit, we can sense indications of the difference
in cultural power and prestige when moving from Naxi to Chinese. If
they are not made explicit, then the audience of Chinese speakers
may struggle to accept the text (and there is certainly reason to
believe that Sha Li’s works belong to a class of “outlying literature”).
What we see in Sha Li’s postcolonial literature is something akin to
the translator’s dilemma of either bringing the text to the reader, or
bringing the reader to the text. He is making choices about translating
his culture either implicitly or explicitly, or giving it up entirely and
writing Chinese literature. But the last option is not on the table. Just
like all translators, Sha Li makes choices on a case by case basis.
But beyond these decisions is the overriding choice of an
allegiance to the source culture, to the Naxi way of thinking and
mode of expression. We have already seen Sha Li’s preference for the
Chinese transcription of the Naxi word for Lijiang, “Yegudui.”
“Yegudui” is still however easily recognizable as a transcription from
the Naxi. What if he uses his own transcription for a place that
already has a standard Chinese transcription? In the story,
“Dongbajing de gushi” 東巴經的故事, Sha Li writes of a village,
Bengshixiang 崩石鄉; here “Bengshi” is obviously a village in the
Naxi speaking region, but it is not an official Chinese place name. We
have two options: either the name is a direct translation of a Naxi
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name, or it is a phonetic borrowing. Knowing that Sha Li himself
comes from the village of Baisha 白沙, just north of Lijiang city, is
the clue which helps us to understand that when he writes “Bengshi,”
he is in fact referring to the place of his birth, Baisha. In Naxi
language, Baisha is known as “Bbe Sheeq” (bə˧ ʂɤ˧˩ ). By using a
phonetic transcription of the Naxi name in place of the Sinicized
name—which already happens to be a phonetic transcription—Sha
Li present perhaps the strongest rejection of Chinese naming systems,
by choosing not to use the commonly accepted Chinese form and
instead coining his own. Sha Li is reclaiming his homeland from the
Chinese, while still writing in the dominant language that he is
rejecting. This leaves the average Han Chinese reader unaware as to
the exact location he is talking about, yet Baisha is a well-trodden
destination on the Lijiang tourist route and a fairly prominent center
of traditional Naxi culture.10 This is literary estrangement, a
purposeful mystification, and a subtle subversion of Sinocentricism
from within the Sinitic language system. It is also the reinvention
of a real place that acts as a symbol that represents “the cultural
conflicts experienced by minority individuals who are striving to
maintain their heritage within the majority culture” (Martin 2011,
45).
This is the most marked indicator of racial difference: what
highlights Sha Li as an “ethnic” writer is his use of language, even
though he is still writing in Chinese. If we were ignorant of
geography, the only way we can know we are reading a Naxi author
(as opposed to a Han author) when we are reading Sha Li is his
insertion of Naxi language, via Chinese transliteration, or the usage
of culturally-specific words and phrases, into his writing. When Naxi
writers represent the dongba texts in their work, transliteration is
also used. In Niu Gengqin’s story of a dongba’s relationship with a
local official, he writes about the conventional opening sentence of a
dongba ritual text:
比如，開頭句都只寫畫一個虎——拉，卻要念「阿
拉莫什捏」（遠古的時候）

(For example, the first sentence is always only
10

Baisha is primarily known for its ancient musical tradition (Baisha guyue
白沙古樂) and its historical temple murals (Baisha bihua 白沙壁畫).
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represented with a tiger, la, but is read
‘ə˧ la˧ mə˧ ʂər˥ ɳi˧’ [in ages past] (Niu 2006, 9)
Here we are given a translation and a transcription for the Naxi “la”
(la˧), (in texts written in the dongba script, the dongba character for
“tiger” is written, but it represents an auxiliary particle). Niu could
simply have written “represented with a tiger,” but he decides to
include the Naxi word in transcription anyway. But there is another
way for Naxi writers writing in Chinese to display their linguistic
heritage. They can avoid Chinese transcription and use the
International Phonetic Alphabet (hereafter, IPA) to transliterate the
Naxi (itself another representation of a kind of cultural hegemony,
this one western-academic). He Wanbao 和萬寶, a Naxi intellectual
and cultural commentator, sprinkles his essays with Naxi words in
IPA. In a piece concerning contradictions in language, he writes:
最可笑是始祖崇忍利恩，何 ɯ33（好，善）只有？
騙老天爺岳父，騙愛妻，騙 du21 se21。

And most ridiculous of all is the [Naxi] ancestor
Coqssei-leel’ee. Where was this kindness? He
cheated his father-in-law in heaven, he cheated his
wife, and he cheated Du and Se.) (He 2004, 34)
Here He Wanbao is suggesting that the name of the Naxi culture
hero, Coqsseileel’ee, the last syllable of which, “ee,” stands for
“kindness” is itself a kind of paradox. How can he be kind while
simultaneously trying to cheat his future father-in-law?11 While a
gloss is given, for “kindness,” the cultural background is not
(knowledge of the Coqsseileel’ee story is presumed), and if we do not
know that the Naxi “Du Se” points to the traditional Naxi door
gods, male and female deities, then we are simply left in the dark as
to what the author is trying to say. Naturally, this limits his
11

In order to gain permission to marry the celestial daughter,
Ceilheeqbbubeq, Coqsseileel’ee is commanded by her father to
perform a series of Herculean tasks (for example, chopping down
ninety-nine forests in one night). Coqsseileel’ee talks himself out of
these tasks and takes his new bride down to earth. This story has been
recently retold in McKhann (2012, 276-79).
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audience: in this case, the usage of Naxi without glosses, and his
choice of IPA, has reduced the potential readership to Naxi
intellectuals with a firm grasp of modern linguistic orthography—a
category that is quite lonely, one suspects.
Despite the implicit display of cultural hegemony in the fact
that they are writing in Chinese, the Naxi writers manage to assert
their particular ethnic identity in their writing by inserting Naxi
language (whether in Chinese transcription, alongside Chinese
glosses, or even in IPA), textual signifiers of their unique cultural
heritage. The act of writing is a way for them to negotiate the space
that has been created by the convergence of Naxi and Chinese
language and culture.
This is a distinct form of Chinese, a Naxi-influenced, ethnic
Chinese that represents a translated identity. Unlike the African or
Indian postcolonial writers, who have a choice to write in their native
languages,12 the Naxi writers have no such choice. There is no native
literature in the Naxi script; as we have seen, there is modern dongba
fiction, but this is already a Chinese literary form. The only way to
truly “write” Naxi is to become a dongba and write ritual texts. In a
way, the Naxi authors are creatively monolingual, and we could make
the same criticism that Bengali and English writer Ketaki Kushari
Dyson (1993) levels at Salman Rushdie: “His use of Urdu adds
colour to his texts, but does not lead us to an Indian intellectual
world” (179).
While it is true that the Naxi language could be seen as simply
adding flavor to the works of the Naxi writers, it is employed very
much in the service of promoting their own native culture. There is
an intellectual world here in this minority literature, and it is the
world of what we now call dongba culture. Emily Chao (1996) has
suggested that the Naxi ethnicity was “reimagined” through the
creation of “dongba culture.” This legitimization involved the
“sanitization and secularization of the indigenous dongba religion”
(208) in order to present the Naxi as a relatively developed ethnic
minority in China. Chao links the rise of dongba culture with the
efforts of Ma Borou (a pseudonym), the first party secretary of
12

G.J.V. Prasad (2011) cites Indian author Mulk Raj Anand, who chose to
write in English instead of Urdu despite “brooding over two-thirds of
the prose narrative in Punjabi, or in Hindustani” (85).
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Lijiang, who was the founding force behind the Dongba Culture
Research Institute in 1981. This state-funded institution undertook
the task of translating the dongba ritual texts into Chinese. “Ma’s
promotion of ‘dongba culture’ was a means of preserving the dongba
religious heritage in a form that could be accepted by the Chinese
state” (213).
Dongba Fiction: Birth of a Genre?
In a bid to further distinguish the output of Sinophone Naxi
writers from that of their Han counterparts, Yang Zhengwen 楊正文
has spearheaded the creation of a new genre of fiction based around
the Naxi dongba culture. Yang suggests that the mythic stories of the
dongba tradition would make for a perfect resource for Chinese
writers to create new works of literature, adapting dongba stories to
write “dongba fiction” that would be a form of dongba culture for the
modern, Sinicized world.13 For Yang (2008), dongba fiction would
rely for its source material on dongba culture, and its protagonists
should be dongba ritual practitioners themselves. It should also have
a certain religiosity, the language should have an ethnic feel, and it
should reflect Naxi social customs (83).
Yang himself published what he claims to be the first work of
dongba fiction: a novella, Santan cang jingdong 三探藏經洞,
published in the Chinese journal of minority literature, Border
Literature, in 1994. He went on to self-publish a collection of shortform dongba stories, Dongba xiaoshuo xuan 東巴小說選 , in 2008,
and a full-length novel in this genre, Dagu aoheng 達谷敖亨, in 2015.
His stories, as one might expect, fit his own description of dongba
fiction. The novella Santan cang jingdong tells the story of two
dongba ritualists fighting over the ritual texts left by their late
master. The language used in the story is suffused with culturally
specific terms, such as an early monologue from the protagonist,
which reads:
13

Bender (2015) has posited the emergence of a new genre of literature in
Chinese: “ethnic minority folk literature in standard Chinese
translation,” populated by the translations of traditional epics that were
once primarily oral in nature. Yang’s “dongba fiction” would be a form
of ethnic literature that draws its inspiration from this genre.
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啊 …… 十八層大天之上的尊神普與閃，嘎與吾，
俄與恒啊！ 高天之上的十三位大神啊！請降下恩
澤吧！

(Oh, Perq and Shaiq, Gga and Wuq, Ol and Heiq;
almighty gods of the eighteen heavens! The thirteen
great gods of the firmament! Please give me your
blessing!) (Yang 1994, 18)
In the dongba tradition, Perq is the creator of the sky, Shaiq the
maker of the earth, Gga is the god of victory, Wuq, the god of labor,
Ol, the god of wealth and plenty, and Heiq, the god of kindness.
These six gods are similar in artistic depictions to Buddhist
bodhisattvas.
Yang Zhengwen (1994) also uses Naxi language in his stories,
represented in Chinese transcription, with a Chinese-language
explanatory gloss for the reader’s benefit.
草坪後邊有許多大小不等的岩洞，統稱為「納罕
奶鼓」（納西藏身之處）

(Behind the meadow there are many caves, big and
small, which are known as the “Naqhan naiggv” [the
hiding places of the Naxi].) (23)
It is worth noting however that unlike Sha Li, the majority of Naxi
words that Yang Zhengwen uses are proper nouns for people and
places. Nevertheless, after Sha Li paved the way for this new
Sinophone Naxi literature, Yang can be seen using even more
estranging techniques: employing whole sentences of transcribed
Naxi, with bracketed translations following each sentence. Take
the following from Yang’s 2008 collection of dongba stories:
給日阿塔，究本色美！
（納西語：阿塔弟，謝謝你啦！）
馬乃馬乃！納罕若米底吉瓦嘛！
（納西語:不不謝不謝！都是一家人羅！）

(“A ta, my younger brother, thank you!”
“No need to thank me, we’re all Nahan people, after
all!”) (66)
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Most interestingly, Yang uses “sons and daughters of the Nahan
[people]” 納罕若米 (Na˩ ha˧ zo˧ mi˧), and doesn’t provide a literal
Chinese translation. The Nahan are a branch of the Naxi who live in
the Sanba 三壩 region north of Lijiang, and have their own dialect of
Naxi.
Other authors, such as Niu Gengqin, in his collection Shenmi
de Naxi dongba gushi 神秘的納西東巴故事, have tried their hand at
creating dongba fiction. Niu Gengqin’s stories all feature dongba
practitioners as their protagonists, and indeed meet the rest of Yang
Zhengwen’s criteria, including the necessity of an “ethnic language.”
Niu (2006) also employs whole sentences of transcribed Naxi:
他正細眼寫著畫著，只聽大門口傳來一個婦人的
叫聲：「東巴餘若，哪若哪冷斯唄（你家的兒子
你自己領去）！」

(As he was squinting at the page, doing his writing
and painting, he heard a woman’s voice from the
doorway: “Dongbau Yuq sso! Ne sso ne li ssi bei!”
[He’s your own child, go get him yourself !]) (29)
These whole sentences are a step beyond the individual Naxi words of
Sha Li: the inclusion of fully transcribed Naxi sentences, followed by
a Chinese gloss. It must be noted, however, that such examples are in
the minority. The vast majority of dialogue in all these stories is
written in standard Chinese. Martin (2011) writes of Gish Jen’s
Chinese-American fiction: “since the vast majority of her readers will
not understand the Chinese at all, she uses it sparingly. Yet some
inclusion of Chinese, even when it must be directly translated, gives
the reader a sense of contact with the culture and of being privy to
the family conversations” (165). The Sinophone Naxi authors use
such sparing touches of Naxi-as-Chinese to at once reveal and justify
the cultural setting.
Besides language, the thematic content of the Naxi authors’
stories can also be illuminating. The first paragraph of Niu Gengqin’s
(2006) short story, “Dongba chaodu xianguan” 東巴超度縣官, reads:
那是陰曆十一月，那是納西人為死者超度靈魂的
最好日子。東巴餘若要為死去的縣官超度靈
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魂 ——他為搶救納西人的東巴文化耗盡了心力，
他是漢人，他已死了，他的屍骨埋在了玉龍大雪
山下那片神奇的土地上。

(It was in the eleventh month of the lunar calendar,
on a day which the Naxi believed was fortuitous for
the passing on of the souls of the dead. Yuq-sso the
Dongba was to help pass on the soul of the deceased
county magistrate, a man who had expended every
effort to save the dongba culture of the Naxi people.
He was a Han Chinese, and he was dead; his bones
buried in the mystical soil of the Jade Dragon
mountains.) (1)
This succinctly reveals the way the Naxi see themselves as culturally
distinct from the Han; the deceased Han Chinese official had
fought to save dongba culture, and despite being an outsider, his
efforts have led to him being buried underneath the Jade Dragon
mountain, which is sacred to the Naxi. The short stories revolve
around dongba practitioners and the various rituals they officiate,
but they also serve as general introductions to dongba culture for
the Chinese readership.
Just as for Chinese readers, who “with no access to the works
of Tibetophone writers, Sinophone Tibetan writers are the most
“authentic” resource to approach Tibet” (Sciaffini 2013, 288), Han
readers cannot directly access the esoteric dongba traditions of the
Naxi, so they must instead read the works of Sinophone Naxi
writers, whose identity as Naxi people, and the links to the esoteric,
“mysterious” minority culture that this implies, gives them a
heightened cultural cachet.
This is ethnic literature, and it is also what Yang Zhengwen
imagined dongba fiction could be. But let us be wary in extolling the
virtues of this kind of dongba literature, for prevailing standards of
literature in the West (and in China, especially after the May Fourth
movement) tend to exclude the instructional or didactic. We do not
pick up a work of literature and expect to read an anthropology
textbook. “When such a text is also full of specialized or unfamiliar
words, unusual grammar and other linguistic anomalies, the explicitly
informative elements of the text combine with the dense information
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load from the language itself to work against other features of the
text that are perceived as literary. These are risks shared by both
translators and writers of post-colonial and minority-culture
literature,” (Tymoczoko 1999, 30). Sinophone Naxi writers have yet
perhaps to learn how to find the balance that Tymoczoko details
above, between the literary and the informative. What is at risk of
being lost is the imaginative quality of literature, but all the same,
perhaps this ethnographic style helps the reader get closer to the
roots of traditional dongba semi-oral culture, and the authors such
as Sha Li, Niu Gengqin and Yang Zhengwen value the cultural over
the explicitly literary.
Popular Tibetan Sinophone writers such as Weise 唯色 and Ge
Yang 格央 write about traditional Tibetan culture, including Bon
and Buddhism, and they choose literary realism over the magical
realism of their predecessors. In general, they portray the old religious
traditions favorably, as do the modern-day ethnic Yi writers in
Sichuan. In this way they can be compared with their contemporary
Naxi Sinophone writers who write dongba fiction, grounded in the
culture of the grassroots dongba. Nevertheless, despite Yang’s call to
literary creation, few writers have taken up the mantle of writing
dongba fiction. There is no doubt that strict translations of the
religious texts make up the bulk of what is today labelled “dongba
literature.” It can be shown that the entire category of dongba
literature, encompassing the myths of the dongba religion written in
the dongba script, together with the works of the Sinophone
literature discussed here, is in fact a translated literature. It is
translated either directly, in terms of straight translations of religious
ceremonies from dongba script into Chinese, or indirectly, in terms
of the intercultural writing of the Sinophone Naxi writers.
In discussing problems with existing Sinophone Naxi fiction,
Yang (2008) claims that “Everyone speaks the same Han Chinese, a
stuffy, academic Chinese that does not sound like a Naxi person
speaking. This deprives the work of an ethnic flavour” (86). The
problem is one of writing ethnic literature in the language of a
different ethnicity. These questions are not just for academics to
wrestle with; the writers themselves all face these issues, in a conscious
linguistic struggle. Yang (2015), in a postscript to his full-length
dongba novel, says: “Over the past forty years of writing, especially
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when writing novels, I have had the following question in my mind—
What do you do with the characters? Make them talk in fluent
Putonghua? Or in halting Chinese? Or just make them speak Naxi?
And if so, how do you translate it?” (547-548). He does not answer
these questions, as there are no easy answers, but in reading his works
we can see how the Naxi language is fighting through the shell of the
Chinese in which Yang is ostensibly writing. Yang portrays the Han
as the “big brother”14 ethnicity, and the commonality between
writers that belong to minority groups is their use of Han Chinese in
writing ethnic literature.
The missing “ethnic flavor” can be restored with the adoption
of more estranging literary techniques that authors such as Niu
Gengqin and Yang himself have experimented with. This essay
began with a quote from the epigraph of He Fengqiong’s 和鳳瓊
collection of Naxi fiction, which contains a paragraph in complete
Naxi pinyin, translated into Chinese. This is the only Naxi pinyin
used in the book; it is not meant to be read, and indeed there are
precious few who can read it. It is the definition of window dressing,
as, and I paraphrase from the epigraph, “the writing is no longer
writing.” Chinese writing has, for better or worse, taken over amongst
the Naxi.15 Nevertheless, we are left with what we can call, following
Martin, a “hybrid sensibility”16 that I have tried to reveal with the
14

15

16

As does Sha Li in his non-fiction. Both writers use the Chinese dage 大
哥, “big brother,” seemingly without any overt trace of its Orwellian
connotations.
It would be remiss of me not to mention the grassroots movement
among Naxi scholars and educators to promote Naxihua in schools,
which has resulted in translated Naxihua textbooks and new
dictionaries such as the “Hail-Naqxi Siciq Sufyujif,” a Chinese-Naxi
glossary of new words and technical terms published by Yunnan
People’s Press in 2015.
On the subject of ethnic literature (in this case the Chinese American
literature of Maxine Hong Kingston) in the United States, Martin
writes, “Kingston creates a hybrid sensibility that recognizes and
values both aspects of her identity, and even more importantly, goes
beyond the two worldviews to a third alternative—one that allows her
not only to accept both cultures and their interactions, but also to
perceive what is to live beyond the limitations of any one particular
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examples in this paper; a sensibility that goes beyond the limitation
of the Han cultural view.
The more we stop and really identify the Naxi identity of the
Naxi writers in their Chinese writing, showing as it does in their use
of a distinct “postcolonial” language, employed in the exposition of
dongba culture, the clearer it becomes that the field of Sinophone
studies can easily encompass writers and traditions from smaller
minority groups within China who are struggling to assert their
own identities. As their native languages die out, and their native
cultures become increasingly threatened, we should take note of
these authors who are fighting to preserve their traditions, and
make sure that their efforts do not go unnoticed.
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